
NEVER  UNDERESTIMATE  THE  POWER  OF  

THE  NEXT  STEP

 

 

 

Mitch Lewis , world-renowned athlete , celebrated speaker , acclaimed

author & successful business leader has passionately guided thousands

to new heights of success through his program Your Personal Everest .  

 

From the large stages of TEDx & Mobile Future Forward to engagements

with SC Johnson , Rogers , REI , Chicago Title , Ixia , Inspira & many more ,

Mitch enables powerful paradigm shifts that transform business through

his inspirational adventures & the proven tools to empower his

audiences to summit their personal Everest .

 

 

Motivating and inspiring people & businesses to

transform themselves & the world.

YOUR PERSONAL EVEREST

MITCH LEWIS



MITCH  LEWIS

A LIFE DEDICATED TO HELPING INDIVIDUALS &

BUSINESSES REACH NEW HEIGHTS THROUGH

INSPIRED LEADERSHIP, HEART-LED MOTIVATION

& SINCERE ADVOCACY.

One of the only individuals in the world to summit the

highest mountains & run marathons on all seven

continents - all after the age of 45 . Mitch is an

inspiration for anyone seeking to move beyond their

current situation & reach the next level of success both

personally & professionally .

STUCK IN A RUT WITH A GUT

In the midst of a very successful 40+ year career as a

quota-caring tech executive with some of the world ’s

most beloved brands , Mitch found himself feeling

unfulfilled , out-of-shape & unhappy .  He was asking

himself – is this as good as it gets?  Desperate to find his

personal passion , Mitch discovered running & signed up

for his first marathon . Over the next 10 years , he

underwent a complete transformation , moving through

intense physical & mental challenges to incredible

triumphs , getting into the best shape of his life &

achieving world-renowned physical accomplishments

that put him in the company of only a handful of

celebrated individuals .  

INSPIRATION THROUGH UNCERTAINTY

Known by his colleagues & loved ones for his kindness ,

honesty , generosity , authenticity , humor , loyalty , drive &

passion , he has inspired thousands of people around the

world through speaking engagements , published books ,

coaching videos & essays . Mitch genuinely believes in

the inherent goodness & potential greatness in all

humans & the role we all have in helping to make the

world a better place through giving back .

We Can't Wait To Meet You!

Call:  + 1 (971) 300-4479

Email: info@yourpersonaleverest.co

Learn More:  HTTPS://YourPersonalEverest.com



THE  MOTHER  MOUNTAIN

MITCH'S 1ST YOUNG READER PUBLICATION

This book is motivating to children!

I was excited to read this back to my class of second graders. They thought it was so

cool that the characters first had the dream of climbing Mt. Everest as children. Then,

as adults; they made their dream come true. It led to a great discussion about dreams

that my second graders have. I believe that everyone of them will make these dreams

come true.Two out of my 24 students said that they would like to climb Mt. Everest

some day!

Great book!

This book is very inspirational and shows how you can achieve anything in life if you

set your mind to it.I read this book with my nine year old daughter, and she loved it a

lot as well. There is a great moral to the story. The artwork is very skillful.

AWESOME!

It's well written, inspirational and fun. I'm very impressed. I bought the hard copy

so I could keep it on my bookshelf even though I had already bought and read the

kindle version, it's that good.

5 STAR REVIEWS FOR :THE MOTHER MOUNTAIN

A lyrical story, based on true events, of two best

friends who decide to climb Mount Everest on a

childhood dare. After making plans, growing up,

going to university, saving, and training, they travel

to Nepal where they meet their climbing

teammates at the famed Yak and Yeti hotel in

Kathmandu. Flying into the world's most dangerous

airport in Lukla, they embark on a two-month

expedition to attempt a summit of the 29,035-foot

"Mother Mountain" while trying to conquer their

own deepest fears. Max and Molly discover the

bonds that are formed with teammates and

Sherpas through the laughter and the tears amidst

the ever-present danger and risks. Climb with Max

and Molly and their Sherpas on their do-or-not-die

journey to their ultimate summit..



CELEBRATED  AUTHOR

INSPIRATIONAL

This is a wonderful book that moves along easily as it entertains and inspires. If you

are looking for motivation and inspiration from a ordinary man who accomplished

extraordinary things, this is a must read!! Gives real life stories (which we can all relate

to), and practical exercises to help you along the way. Thank you, Mitch, I Loved it!

AMAZING STORY!

This book knocked me down! Mitch was a very successful business man with a quiet

personal life with no personal objectives or aspiration.This is an amazing story of a

simple man who decided to take control of his personal future and started an

amazing adventure! it is well written, it is intimate, i have learned so much from it, the

lessons he learned and shared! STRONGLY RECOMMENDED

LOOKING FOR MOTIVATION? 

I enjoyed Mitch's inspiring account of his transformation from couch potato to

marathoner and mountain climber. This is an easy read in that Mitch's story-telling

draws you in so that you don't want to put the book down. His twelve principles are

straight-forward and practical - I've posted them in a couple of places for on-going

motivation! Thank you Mitch for reminding me that I can do anything I put my mind

to. I'm ready to read your story again.

REVIEWS FOR: Climbing Your Personal Everest



“During the early 2000's, I was lucky enough to be part of Mitch's team, starting off in

Dallas & then in Stockholm, where our team accomplished some of the most

innovative marketing during an extremely turbulent times in the industry & world.   

In 2018 I introduced him to the SC Johnson Leadership Community where he

presented to an audience of 250+.  Mitch was engaging yet humble. Classic Mitch —

he captivated the audience & stayed to sign books & answer questions.  People

continue to ask me when he’s coming back – virtual next time!”

Clair Holland - Global

Marketing Leader, 

BI Worldwide

CLIENT 

TESTIMONIALS

"Mitch & I worked together at Juniper designing & implementing innovative solutions

& programs to scale our Enterprise business. During this time, Mitch presented his

“Everest” inspirational story to our senior leaders & despite his world-renowned

achievements, he shared his journey with great humility.  Being 'one of us' in the

industry, we were inspired by his accomplishments & took to heart his practical

principles & steps for us to climb our own big mountains. He listened to our stories &

posed ideas for bigger summits to consider.  I recommend Mitch to any organization

looking to transform themselves during these challenging times.

Manoj Kanodia – CEO,

Inspira Enterprises

“Mobile Future Forward is always exploring the future to understand the trajectories of

technologies, business models & their impact on industries & I’m always looking for  A+

leaders for my conferences.  I asked Mitch speak alongside our technology,

networking & cloud CEOs; to talk about the challenges we all face and how to achieve

greatness in our lives. His story of ‘ordinary people achieving extraordinary things'

resonated with our audience of senior executives who are always looking for new ways

of thinking, scaling their business & motivating teams.

Chetan Sharma – CEO,

Mobile Future Forward

Mitch & I met 15+ years ago when I was CEO of Dilithium Networks & Mitch was

head of Marketing.  A few years ago, I was planning my local chapter of the

Young Professionals Organization, given an audience of CxOs, there is pressure

for the quality of the speakers and a very high bar.  The speakers that year,

including Mitch, were some of the most inspirational that our members have

ever seen.  I highly recommend Mitch to any company, community or campus

looking to inspire their folks in these uncertain times with authenticity,

humility & humor.

Paul Zuber – Operating Partner,

Thomas Bravo LLC


